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Generalized Green classes are introduced; some basic properties of members in
a generalized Green class are studied. Finally, we apply the results to , the
Ringel–Hall algebra of a ﬁnite-dimensional hereditary algebra  over a ﬁnite ﬁeld.
In particular, it is proved that  belongs to a suitable generalized Green class,
and that there is direct decomposition of spaces  =  ⊕ J, where  is
the composition algebra of  and J is a twisted Hopf ideal of , which is exactly
the orthogonal complement of .  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, let K be a ﬁeld, let c be a non-zero element
in K, and let I be an arbitrary set. Write ⊗ for ⊗K . Let  and 0 denote,
respectively, the set of integers and the set of non-negative integers. Denote
by I the free abelian group with I as basis. An element in I is written
as ν = νii∈I with νi ∈ , where νi = 0 for almost all i ∈ I. Denote by 0I
the submonoid ν = νii∈I ∈ I  νi ∈ 0	. Let χ1	 χ2 be a pair of (not
necessarily symmetric) bilinear forms: I × I −→ .
For a bilinear form χ I × I −→ , denote by χT the bilinear form
given by χT x	 y = χy	 x for all x	 y ∈ I.
In [G1, G2], Green has introduced a class K	 c	 I	 •, for any sym-
metric bilinear form • I × I −→ . This class includes some impor-
tant algebras as members, such as Lusztig’s algebras ′f and f and Ringel’s
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twisted composition algebras, and members in such a class share pleas-
ant properties, for example, the existence of polynomials Ma	bt, which
can be used to describe bilinear forms on all members in K	 c	 I	 •.
With these properties it was proved in [G1] (see also [G2]) that any two
non-degenerate members in K	 c	 I	 • are isomorphic as algebras; this
induces a proof of Ringel’s famous isomorphism  ∼= U+ via Lusztig’s
isomorphism f ∼= U+ [L], where  is Ringel’s twisted composition alge-
bra [R3, R4], and U+ is the positive part of Drinfeld and Jimbo’s quantized
enveloping algebra U [D, J], both of type , where  is an arbitrary sym-
metrizable generalized Cartan matrix [K].
On the other hand, in order to describe Ringel–Hall algebra  and
U+, the concept of a twisted bialgebra has been introduced in [R6]. This
twisted bialgebra turns out to be a twisted Hopf algebra (see [LZ, ZL]).
Based on Green classes and twisted Hopf algebras, in this paper we intro-
duce generalized Green class; it is a natural generalization of a Green class
and provides a uniﬁed set up for both twisted and untwisted composition
algebras. Properties of members in a generalized Green class are studied,
especially under the framework of twisted Hopf algebras. In particular, we
prove that Ringel–Hall algebra  lies in a generalized Green class, and
a relation between composition algebra  and  is obtained, where
 is any ﬁnite-dimensional hereditary algebra over a ﬁnite ﬁeld; i.e., there
is direct decomposition of spaces  =  ⊕ J, where J is a twisted
Hopf ideal of , which is exactly the orthogonal complement of 
(see Theorem 6.3).
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we brieﬂy recall from
[R6, LZ, ZL] some basic concepts and properties of twisted Hopf algebras,
which are needed in the paper. For any K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2 as above, the gener-
alized Green class K	 c	 I	 χ	χ2 is introduced in Section 3, and prop-
erties of members in a generalized Green class are studied in Sections 3
and 4. In Section 5 we obtain a member with positive deﬁnite bilinear form
in a generalized Green class, from an n0-graded algebra with some special
properties. Finally, we apply these results to the Ringel–Hall algebras.
2. TWISTED HOPF ALGEBRAS
2.1.
An 0I-graded algebra A means an associative K-algebra with a direct
decomposition of K-spaces A = ⊕ν∈0I Aν with A0 = K, such that
AµAν ⊆ Aµ+ν. In the following, if a ∈ Aν, then denote ν by a.
By deﬁnition [R6, p. 206], an 0I-graded K-coalgebra A = A	δ	 ε is
a direct sum of K-spaces A =⊕ν∈0I Aν with A0 = K and with a K-linear
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map δ A −→ A⊗A satisfying the following conditions:
(i) δ is a coassociative comultiplication; i.e., id⊗ δδ = δ⊗ idδ;
(ii) The projection ε A −→ A0 = K is a counit; i.e., id⊗ εδ =
id = ε⊗ idδ;
(iii) δ respects the grading; i.e., δAν ⊆
⊕
α+β=ν Aα⊗Aβ.
Let A = ⊕ν∈0I Aν be an 0I-graded K-algebra with multiplication
map m and unit map e, and let A =⊕ν∈0I Aν	 δ	 ε be an 0I-graded
K-coalgebra. Then A	m	 e	 δ	 ε is called a K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-bialgebra,
provided that δ A −→ A⊗A is an algebra homomorphism, where the
multiplication ∗ on A⊗A is given by
x1⊗x2 ∗ y1⊗ y2 = cχ1x2	 y1+χ2x1	 y2x1y1⊗x2y2	
for homogeneous elements x1	 x2	 y1	 y2 ∈ A. Note that the multiplication ∗
above is indeed associative; for a proof we refer to [R6, Part II, Sections 1
and 2].
AK	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-bialgebra A = A	m	 e	 δ	 ε is called a K	 c	 I,
χ1	 χ2-Hopf algebra, provided that there is a K-linear map s A −→ A
such that
mid⊗ sδ = eε = ms⊗ idδ
The map s is called an antipode of A. Using the same argument as that in
[Sw] one knows that a twisted Hopf algebra has a unique antipode.
In [ZL] (see a Zelevinski [Z]) it has been proved that for any
K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-bialgebra A = A	m	 e	 δ	 ε, there is a unique K-linear
map s A −→ A, such that A	m	 e	 δ	 ε	 s is a K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-Hopf
algebra, and s is graded and invertible.
The notion of a twisted bialgebra has been introduced in [R6]. In par-
ticular, it was observed in [R6, p. 228], that for any K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, there
always exists a K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-bialgebra; it follows that there always exists
a K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-Hopf algebra.
2.2.
Let A	m	 e	 δ	 ε be a K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-Hopf algebra. A two-sided
ideal T of A is called a twisted Hopf ideal if δT  ⊆ A⊗T + T ⊗A and
sT  ⊆ T .
Let I ′ be a subset of I. Identify 0I ′ with the subset ν ∈ 0I  νi =
0	 ∀ i ∈ I − I ′	 of 0I. Denote by  = 0I −0I ′. Let A′ =
⊕
ν∈0I ′ Aν,
and let J =⊕ν∈ Aν.
Lemma. We have
(i) A = A′ ⊕ J;
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(ii) A′ is a K	 c	 I ′	 χ1	 χ2-Hopf algebra;
(iii) J is a twisted Hopf ideal of A.
Proof. By construction we have (i). Since α+ β = ν ∈ 0I ′ if and only
if both α and β lies in 0I ′, it follows that A′ is an 0I ′-graded algebra,
and J is a two-sided ideal of A; since δAν ⊆
⊕
α+β=ν Aα⊗Aβ, it follows
that δA′ ⊆ A′ ⊗A′ and δJ ⊆ A⊗ J + J⊗A. Finally, since s is a graded
map (see [ZL, Theorem 2.3]), we have sA′ ⊆ A′	 sJ ⊆ J. This proves
(ii) and (iii).
3. GENERALIZED GREEN CLASSES
In his paper [G1] (see also [G2]), Green has introduced a class
K	 c	 I	 •, for any symmetric bilinear form • I × I −→ . These
classes include some important algebras as members, such as Lusztig’s
algebras ′f and f and Ringel’s twisted composition algebras, and members
in such a class share pleasant properties. The aim of this section is to gen-
eralize these classes to more general setting up, derive a parallel structure
on the generalized Green class K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, and develop some new
properties.
3.1.
By deﬁnition, a K-algebra L is said to belong to the class K	 c	 I,
χ1	 χ2 if the following conditions L1, L2, and L3 are satisﬁed.
L1 L =⊕ν∈0I Lν is an 0I-graded associative K-algebra generated
by elements ui ∈ Li	 i ∈ I; also L0 = K.
L2 There is an algebra homomorphism δ L −→ L⊗L, where the
multiplication on L⊗L is given by
x⊗ y ∗ x′ ⊗ y ′ = cχ1y	 x′ +χ2x	 y ′ xx′ ⊗ yy ′	 (3.1)
for homogeneous elements x	 y	 x′	 y ′ ∈ L, such that all ui are δ-primitive
elements; i.e.,
δui = ui⊗ 1+ 1⊗ui
for all i ∈ I.
L3 There is a (not necessarily symmetric) bilinear form −	− L×
L −→ K such that
(i) 1	 1 = 1 ui	 ui = 0 for all i ∈ I;
(ii) −	− respects the grading; i.e., Lµ	Lν = 0 for all µ = ν in
0I;
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(iii) x	 yz = δx	 y⊗ z, for all x	 y	 z ∈ L, where the bilinear
form −	− on L⊗L is deﬁned by x⊗ y	 x′ ⊗ y ′ = x	 x′y	 y ′, for all
x	 y	 x′	 y ′ ∈ L.
Remark. If χ2 = 0 and χ1 and −	− are symmetric, then the gen-
eralized Green class K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2 is exactly the class introduced in
[G1, G2].
Example 3.2. For any K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, the class K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2 is not
empty. To see this, recall the construction in [R6, p. 228]. Consider the free
associative K-algebra ′F with 1 and generators θi	 i ∈ I. For µ = µii∈I ∈
0I with l =
∑
i∈I µi, let ′Fµ, be the K-space with basis all words θi1 · · · θil ,
such that for any i ∈ I the number of occurrences of i in the sequence
i1	    	 il, is equal to µi. Then ′F =
∑
µ∈0I
′F is an 0I-graded algebra.
Let δ ′F −→ ′F⊗ ′F be the unique algebra homomorphism with δθi =
θi⊗ 1 + 1⊗ θi	 i ∈ I, where the multiplication on ′F⊗ ′F is given by the
rule (3.1).
Given arbitrary ti ∈ K for i ∈ I, by using the similar argument as that
in [L, 1.2.3], one can prove that there exists a unique K-valued bilinear
form −	− on ′F satisfying the condition L3, such that θi	 θi = ti for all
i ∈ I; moreover, in case χ1 is symmetric, then the bilinear form −	− is
symmetric. This proves that ′F ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2.
3.3.
For µ = µii∈I ∈ 0I, deﬁne trµ to be l =
∑
i∈I µi. If µ = 0, then
denote by Iµ the set of all vectors a = a1	    	 al ∈ Il with weight µ,
i.e., with the property
t  1 ≤ t ≤ l	 at = i	 = µi	 i ∈ I
Deﬁne I0 = 	.
For a = a1	    	 al ∈ Iµ, deﬁne
ua =
{
ua1 · · ·ual 	 l > 0
1	 l = 0
Then Lµ is the -space of L spanned by ua	 a ∈ Iµ, and we have
δua=δua1∗···∗δual=ua1⊗1+1⊗ua1∗···∗ual⊗1+1⊗ual	
and hence
δua =
∑
P
caPuaP ′ ⊗uaP	 (3.2)
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where P runs over the subsets of 1	    	 l		 P ′ = 1	    	 l	− P	 aP is the
vector of length l − P obtained by removing from a = a1	    	 al all the
terms aπ	π ∈ P , and
a  P = ∑
π ′	 π
χ1aπ ′	 aπ +
∑
π	π ′
χ2aπ	 aπ ′ 	 (3.3)
where in the ﬁrst sum π ′	 π runs over π ′ ∈ P ′	 π ∈ P	π ′ < π and in the
second sum π	π ′ runs over π ∈ P	π ′ ∈ P	π < π ′.
This proves the following
Lemma 3.4. δLµ ⊆
∑
α+β=µ Lα⊗Lβ.
Lemma 3.5. Let L ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2 with comultiplication δ. Then
L	 δ	 ε is a K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-bialgebra, where ε is the projection from L
onto L0 = K. Thus, there is a unique K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-Hopf algebra structure
on L	 δ	 ε.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, it remains to prove the coassociativity of δ and
the counitary property of ε. To prove the coassociativity of δ, use the argu-
ment in [R6, p. 229]. We schedule the proof. One can verify that id⊗ δ
and δ⊗ id are algebra homomorphisms from L⊗L to L⊗L⊗L, where
the multiplication on L⊗L is given by (3.1) and the multiplication on
L⊗L⊗L is given by
x1⊗x2⊗x3 ∗ y1⊗ y2⊗ y3
= cχx1	 x2 y1	 y2+χx1	 x3 y1	 y3+χx2	 x3 y2	 y3x1y1⊗x2y2⊗x3y3
for homogeneous elements x1	 x2	 x3	 y1	 y2	 y3 in L, where
χx1	 x2 y1	 y2 = χ1x2	 y1 + χ2x1	 y2
It follows that id⊗ δδ and δ⊗ idδ are algebra homomorphisms from
L to L⊗L⊗L, and they coincide on the generators ui: both send ui to
ui⊗ 1⊗ 1+ 1⊗ui⊗ 1+ 1⊗ 1⊗ui; thus they are equal.
Similarly, one can check the counitary property of ε.
3.6.
Let µ ∈ 0I with trµ = l, and let a = a1	    	 al	 b = b1	    	 bl ∈
Iµ. Let Ma	bt ∈ t	 t−1 be the Laurent polynomial given by
Ma	bt =
∑
as=b	 s∈Sl
tas	 (3.4)
where Sl is the symmetric group, as = as1	    	 asl, and
a  s = ∑
π ′	 π
χ1aπ ′	 aπ +
∑
π	π ′
χ2aπ	 aπ ′ 	 (3.5)
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where in the ﬁrst sum the pair π ′	 π ranges over π ′	 π ∈ 1	    	 l		 π ′ <
π	 s−1π ′ > s−1π, and in the second sum the pair π	π ′ ranges over
π	π ′ ∈ 1	    	 l		 π ′ > π	 s−1π ′ > s−1π.
In particular, Ma	bt = 1 for l = 0 and 1.
The polynomials Ma	bt will be called Green polynomials. If χ2 = 0 and
χ1 is symmetric, then Ma	bt has been introduced in [G1, G2].
We have the following property
Lemma. (1) Let l > 1, and let 1 ≤ π ≤ l. Let aπ denote the vector
of length l − 1 obtained by removing from a the component aπ . With this
notation we have
Ma	bt =
∑
π	 aπ=bl
tχ1aπ	aπ+1+···+χ2···+aπ−1	aπMaπ	 blt
(2) If χ1 is symmetric, then
Ma	bt =Mb	at	 (3.6)
for all a	 b ∈ Iµ and all µ ∈ 0I.
Proof. The assertion (1) follows from the deﬁnition.
For (2), by deﬁnition we have
Mb	at =
∑
bs=a	 s∈Sl
tbs
with
b  s = ∑
π ′	 π
χ1bπ ′	 bπ +
∑
π	π ′
χ2bπ	 bπ ′ 	
where in the ﬁrst sum the pair π ′	 π ranges over π ′	 π ∈ 1	    	 l		 π ′ <
π	 s−1π ′ > s−1π, and in the second sum the pair π	π ′ ranges over
π	π ′ ∈ 1	    	 l		 π ′ > π	 s−1π ′ > s−1π. Since χ1 is symmetric and
bsi = ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, we can rewrite
b  s = ∑
π ′	 π
χ1as−1π ′	 as−1π +
∑
π	π ′
χ2as−1π	 as−1π ′
= ∑
π ′	 π
χ1as−1π	 as−1π ′ +
∑
π	π ′
χ2as−1π	 as−1π ′
= a  s−1
It follows that
Mb	at =
∑
as−1=b	 s−1∈Sl
tas
−1 = ∑
as=b	 s∈Sl
tas =Ma	bt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Theorem 3.7. Let µ ∈ 0I, and let a	 b ∈ Iµ. Then for any K	 c, and
for any L ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, say, with generators ui	 i ∈ I, there holds
ua	 ub =Ma	bcPµL	 (3.7)
where Ma	bt is given by (3.4) and PµL =
∏
i∈Iui	 uiµi .
Proof. Use induction on l = trµ. If l = 0	 1, then (3.7) is clearly true.
Assume now that l > 1. Let a = a1	    	 al and b = b1	    	 bl. For
1 ≤ π ≤ l, write aπ for aπ	 in the sense of 3.3; i.e., aπ is the vector
of length l − 1 obtained by removing from a the component aπ . Then we
have ub = ublubl . Using L3 and formula (3.2) we have
ua	 ub =
[
ua	 ublubl
]
= [δua	 ubl ⊗ubl]
=∑
P
caP
[
uaP ′	 ubl
][
uaP	 ubl
]
where P takes over all subsets of 1	    	 l	 and a  P is given by (3.3).
Since uaP	 ubl  = 0 unless P ′ = π	 and aπ = bl, it follows from induction
and Lemma 3.6 (1) that we have
ua	 ub =
∑
π	 aπ=bl
cχ1aπ	 aπ+1+···+χ2···+aπ−1	 aπMaπ	 blcPµL
=Ma	bcPµL
This completes the proof.
Corollary 3.8. The following are equivalent
(i) χ1 is symmetric.
(ii) Ma	bt =Mb	at for all a	 b ∈ Iµ and all µ ∈ 0I.
(iii) For any L ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, the bilinear form −	− on L is
symmetric.
(iv) For any L ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, the bilinear form −	− on L
satisﬁes
xy	 z = x⊗ y	 δz	 (3.8)
for any x	 y	 z ∈ L.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) is Lemma 3.6. (ii)⇒ (iii) follows from Theorem 3.7.
(iii) ⇒ (iv) follows from L3(iii) and the symmetry of −	−.
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(iv) ⇒ (i): First, by Example 3.2 the class K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2 is not
empty. Let L ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2 with generators ui ∈ Li	 i ∈ I. Then by
L2, and L3(iii) we have
uiuj	 ujui = δuiuj	 uj ⊗ui = cχ1i	j
On the other hand by (3.8) we have
uiuj	 ujui = ui⊗uj	 δujui = cχ1j	i
it follows that χ1i	 j = χ1j	 i for all i	 j ∈ I.
3.9.
Let L ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, with generators ui	 i ∈ I, comultiplication δ,
and bilinear form −	−. Denote by
L⊥ = x ∈ L  L	x = 0	
Then by L3(ii), (iii), it is easy to see that
Proposition. (i) L⊥ is an 0I-graded two-sided ideal of L.
(ii) δL⊥ ⊆ L⊥ ⊗L+ L⊗L⊥.
(iii) L/L⊥ ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, with generators ui + L⊥	 i ∈ I and
with induced multiplication δ, and the induced bilinear form −	− on L/L⊥
is non-degenerate; i.e., L/L⊥⊥ = 0.
A member L in K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2 is said to be non-degenerate if the
bilinear form L⊥ = 0. By Example 3.2 and the preceding proposition we
have
Corollary. There always exists a non-degenerate member in K	 c	 I,
χ1	 χ2.
As in [G1, 3.2(c)] (see also [G2]) we have
Lemma 3.10. Let L ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, and let x =
∑
a∈I∗ caua ∈ L
with ca = 0 for all but a ﬁnite number of a ∈ I∗ =
⋃
µ∈0I Iµ. Then x ∈ L⊥
if and only if ∑
a∈Iµ
caMa	 bt = 0
for all b ∈ Iµ and all µ ∈ 0I.
Proposition 3.11. Any two non-degenerate members in K	 c	 I	
χ1, χ2 are isomorphic as K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-Hopf algebras (i.e., there is
algebra isomorphism π L −→ L′, which is also a coalgebra homomorphism,
and πs = s′π, where s and s′ are, respectively, the antipodes of L and L′).
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Proof. Let L	L′ ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2 with generators ui and u′i	 i ∈ I,
respectively. Deﬁne π L −→ L′, by sending x = ∑a∈I∗ caua ∈ L to x′ =∑
a′∈I∗ cau′a ∈ L, where I∗ =
⋃
µ∈0I Iµ. By Lemma 3.10, π is well deﬁned
and injective. Clearly, it is a surjective homomorphism of algebras. One can
verify that π is also a K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2-Hopf algebra homomorphism.
Corollary 3.12. Let L ∈ K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, ′F be the free algebra as
deﬁned in Example 3.2, and let F be the induced non-degenerate member of
′F in K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2. Then there exist algebra homomorphisms ′F −→
L −→ F, which send generators to generators.
Proof. Let π ′F −→ L be the algebra homomorphism by sending gen-
erators to generators. Then by Lemma 3.10 kerπ ⊆ ′F⊥, this induces an
algebra homomorphism L ∼= ′F/kerπ −→ ′F/′F⊥ = F.
The following theorem shows that the antipode s of L ∈ K	 c	 I,
χ1	 χ2 is self-adjoint under the bilinear form −	− on L, provided that
χ1 is symmetric.
Theorem 3.13. Let χ1 be symmetric and let L be a member in K	 c	 I,
χ1	 χ2 with antipode s. Then for all x	 y ∈ L there holds
sx	 y = x	 sy (3.9)
Proof. Since s is a graded map, it sufﬁces to check (3.9) for x = ua	 y =
ub, where a	 b ∈ Iµ	 0 = µ ∈ 0I. Use induction on l = trµ. By (3.2)
and the identity mid⊗ sδua = 0 = mid⊗ sδub = 0 we have
sua = −ua −
∑
P
caPuaP ′suaP
and
sub = −ub −
∑
T
cbT ubT ′subT 	
where P and T run over the proper, non-empty subsets of 1	    	 l		 P ′	 T ′,
aP	 a  P, and b  T  are deﬁned as in 3.3.
It follows from (3.8) and induction that
sua	ub=−ua	ub−
∑
P
caPuaP ′suaP	ub
=−ua	ub−
∑
P
caPuaP ′⊗suaP	δub
=−ua	ub−
∑
P
caP
∑
T
cbT uaP ′⊗suaP	ubT ′⊗ubT 
=−ua	ub−
∑
P
caP
∑
T
cbT uaP ′	ubT ′suaP	ubT 
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=−ua	ub−
∑
P
caP
∑
T
cbT uaP ′	ubT ′uaP	subT 
=−ua	ub−
∑
P
caP
∑
T
cbT uaP ′⊗uaP	ubT ′⊗subT 
=−ua	ub−
∑
T
cbT δua	ubT ′⊗subT 
=−ua	ub−
∑
T
cbT ua	ubT ′subT 
=ua	sub
4. SKEW DERIVATIONS ON MEMBERS IN
GENERALIZED GREEN CLASSES
4.1.
Let L = L	 δ be a member in the Green class K	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2, with
generators ui ∈ Li	 i ∈ I, and with bilinear form −	− on L. Since δ
respects the grading, we have δLµ ⊆
⊕
α+β=µ Lα⊗Lβ.
It follows that for every i ∈ I and x ∈ Lµ	µ = µii∈I ∈ 0I, there exist
a unique element iδx and a unique element δix, such that
δx = ui⊗ iδx + terms of other bi-homogeneities (4.1)
and
δx = δix⊗ui + terms of other bi-homogeneities. (4.2)
This deﬁnes two K-maps iδ	 δi L −→ L, with iδLµ ⊆ Lµ−i and δiLµ ⊆
Lµ−i (where if µi = 0, then set Lµ−i = 0).
By deﬁnition and L3 we have
Lemma 4.2. For all x	 y ∈ L there hold the following
x	 uiy = ui	 uiiδx	 y and x	 yui = ui	 uiδix	 y
Proposition 4.3. For homogeneous elements x	 y in L, we have
iδxy = cχ1x	 ixiδy + cχ2i	 yiδxy (4.3)
and
δixy = cχ2x	 ixδiy + cχ1i	 yδixy (4.4)
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Proof. Note that for any homogeneous element x in Lµ we have
δx = 1⊗x+ x⊗ 1+ ∑
α+β=µα	β =0
xα⊗x′β	 (4.5)
where xa ∈ Lα	 x′b ∈ Lβ. This can be proved by using the fact that δ respects
the grading and the identity id⊗ εδ = id = ε⊗ idδ.
It follows that
δxy = δx ∗ δy
= 1⊗x+ ui⊗ iδx + · · ·1⊗ y + ui⊗ iδy + · · ·
= ui⊗
(
cχ1x	 ixiδy + cχ2i	 yiδxy
)
+ terms of other bi-homogeneities	
and hence the ﬁrst formula follows from the deﬁnition of iδxy. The sec-
ond formula can be similarly proved.
Proposition 4.4. Assume that −	− is symmetric and non-degenerate.
Let x ∈ Lµ, with µ = 0.
(i) If iδx = 0 for all i ∈ I, then x = 0.
(ii) If δix = 0 for all i ∈ I, then x = 0.
Proof. If iδx = 0 for all i ∈ I, then by Lemma 4.2 we have x	 uiy =
0 for all y ∈ L. Since µ = 0, it follows that Lµ ⊆
∑
i∈I uiL, and hence
x	Lµ = 0. Thus, by the symmetry and the non-degeneracy of −	− we
have x = 0. This proves (i). (ii) can be similarly proved.
If χ2 = 0 and χ1 = • is symmetric, then we have
Proposition 4.5. Let L ∈ K	 c	 I	 •, with antipode s. Then for all i ∈ I
there holds the following relation on Lµ for all µ ∈ 0I
iδs = −ci•µ−i•isδi (4.6)
In particular, if L is an 0I-graded Hopf algebra (i.e., • = 0), then the
following relation holds for all i ∈ I:
iδs = −sδi
Proof. Since Lµ is spanned by ua	 a = a1	    	 al ∈ Iµ, we only need
to check (4.6) on ua	 a ∈ Iµ. Note that s L −→ L• is an algebra anti-
homomorphism (see [LZ, 2.10]), where the multiplication in L• is given by
x ∗ y = cx•yxy. It follows that
sua = s
(
ual
) ∗ · · · ∗ s(ua1) = −1lc∑t>w at•awual · · ·ua1  (4.7)
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On the other hand, denote by Pi the set of integers t with 1 ≤ t ≤ l and
at = i; then by (3.3) and (3.4) we have
iδua =
∑
t∈Pi
c
∑
j<t aj•i ∏
k=t
uak (4.8)
and
δiua =
∑
t∈Pi
c
∑
j>t i•aj ∏
k=t
uak  (4.9)
It follows from (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) that
iδsua = −1l
∑
t∈Pi
c
∑
j>t aj•i+
∑
v>w av•aw(ual · · ·uat+1uat · · ·ua1)
= −ci•µ−i•isδiua
5. MEMBERS IN GENERALIZED GREEN CLASSES WITH
POSITIVE DEFINITE BILINEAR FORMS
5.1.
Throughout this section we consider algebra H with the following datum.
Let  be the ﬁeld of real numbers, 0 < c ∈ , let n be a positive integer,
and let χ1	 χ2  n × n −→  be two bilinear forms, with χ1 symmet-
ric. Let H = ⊕d∈n0 Hd be an n0-graded, associative -algebra with the
following
(i) dimHd <∞ for d ∈ n0 , and H0 = ;
(ii) Hei = 0 for i = 1	    	 n, where ei is the ith coordinate vector.
Assume that there is an algebra homomorphism δ H −→ H ⊗H, where
the algebra structure on H ⊗H is given by (3.1), and there is a symmet-
ric, positive deﬁnite bilinear form −	− H ×H −→  such that −	−
satisﬁes conditions L3(ii), (iii) in 3.1.
Our aim is to prove that there exists a suitable index set I such that
H ∈ 	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2. For this, ﬁrst, we need to ﬁnd out an index set I,
and a system of generators θi	 i ∈ I, of H and then to get a new grading
structure on H, such that H is an 0I-graded -algebra, satisfying the
properties L2 and L3.
Before doing this, we point out that for any positive number c, any pos-
itive integer n, and any -valued bilinear forms χ1 and χ2 on I, with χ1
symmetric, there always exists an n0-graded algebra H satisfying the prop-
erties above. In fact, in Example 3.2 take I = n, K = ; then by Theorem
3.7 the -valued bilinear form −	− on ′F is positive deﬁnite, provided
that we choose θi	 θi > 0 for i ∈ I.
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5.2.
For each 0 = d ∈ n0 , deﬁne Bd to be the -subspace of Hd by
Bd =
∑
d1+d2=dd1	 d2	=0
Hd1 ·Hd2 
Then Bei = 0	 i = 1	    	 n. Consider the orthogonal complement B⊥d of Bd
in the Euclidean space Hd with respect to the positive deﬁnite form −	−.
For d ∈ n0 − 0	, take an orthonormal basis of B⊥d , say, a basis θi	 i ∈ Id,
with θi	 θj = δij , where δij is the Kronecker symbol. Set
I = ⋃
d∈n0 	 d =0
Id (5.1)
Then θi	 i ∈ I, is a minimal system of generators of H.
By using the same argument by Sevenhant and Van den Bergh in [SV],
θi is a δ-primitive element for every i ∈ I; i.e.,
δθi = 1⊗ θi + θi⊗ 1 (5.2)
(In order to see this, choose a homogeneous orthonormal linear basis
fj  j ∈ J	 of H as follows: take an orthonormal basis of Bd, put together
for all d ∈ n0 , and then make a union with θi  i ∈ I	 ∪ 1	.
Let δθi =
∑
j	 l cj	 lfj ⊗ fl for cj	 l ∈ . Then by L3 we have
θi	 fmft = δθi	 fm⊗ ft =
∑
j	 l∈J
cj	 lfj	 fmfl	 ft = cm	 t 
It follows that cm	 t = 0 if and only if fm = 1 and ft = θi or fm = θi	 ft = 1;
moreover, it is easy to see that cmt = 1 if cmt = 0.)
Consider the free abelian group I, where I is deﬁned above. Extend
the bilinear forms χ1	 χ2 on n to be on I by
χ1i	 j = χ1θi	 θj (5.3)
and
χ2i	 j = χ2θi	 θj (5.4)
for i	 j ∈ I. Note that θi = d if θi ∈ Hd.
For each µ = µii∈I ∈ 0I, deﬁne Lµ to be the -space of H spanned
by θa	 a ∈ Iµ. Then
Lµ ⊆ H∑µi θi  
Since θi	 i ∈ I, are generators of H, it follows that
H = ∑
µ∈0I
Lµ with LµLν ⊆ Lµ+ν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Let µ = µii∈I ∈ 0I with trµ = l =
∑
i∈I µi, and let a =
a1	    	 al ∈ Iµ. Then by the same argument in 3.3 we have δθa =∑
P c
aPθaP ′ ⊗ θaP, where P runs over the subsets of 1	    	 l	,
P ′ = 1	    	 l	 − P	 aP is the vector of length l − P obtained by
removing from a = a1	    	 al all the terms at , t ∈ P , and a  P is given
by (3.3). This proves the following
Lemma 5.3. δLµ ⊆
∑
α+β=µ Lα⊗Lβ.
Lemma 5.4. We have Lµ	Lν = 0 for all µ	 ν ∈ 0I	 µ = ν.
Proof. It sufﬁces to show that θa	 θb = 0 for a ∈ Iµ	 b ∈ Iν. Use
induction on trν. If trµ = 1 = trν, then µ = i	 ν = j, with i	 j ∈ I. It
follows that θa	 θb = θi	 θj = 0 by the choice of θi	 θj . By the symmetry
of −	−, we may assume that trν > 1. Write θb = θiθb′ with i ∈ I	 b′ ∈
Iν − i and trν − i = trν − 1. Thus,
θa	 θb = θa	 θiθb′ 
= δθa	 θi⊗ θb′ 
=∑
P
caPθaP ′	 θiθaP	 θb′ 
If aP ′ = i, then it is clear that θaP ′	 θi = 0. If aP ′ = i, then P ′ =
trµ − 1 and aP ∈ Iµ− i. Since µ− i = ν− i, it follows from induction
that θaP	 θb′  = 0. This completes the proof.
Theorem 5.5. We have
(i) H ∈ 	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2.
(ii) For i	 j ∈ I, we have 2χ1i	 j ≤ χ2i	 j + χT2 i	 j if i = j.
(iii) If χ2et 	 et ≤ 0 < χ1et 	 et, then dimHet = 1.
Proof. (i) Since 0 = 1	 1 = δ1	 1⊗ 1 = 1⊗ 1	 1⊗ 1 = 1	 1 ×
1	 1, we have 1	 1 = 1.
We need to prove that
H = ⊕
µ∈0I
Lµ (5.5)
Let x = ∑µ∈0I xµ = 0 with xµ ∈ Lµ. Then it follows from Lemma 5.4
that
0 = x	 x =∑
µ	ν
xµ	 xν =
∑
µ
xµ	 xµ	
and hence xµ = 0 for all µ ∈ 0I, by the positivity of −	−.
Then by (5.3) and (5.4) it is easy to see that δ H −→ H⊗H is also
an algebra homomorphism, with the new grading structure via (5.5). This
proves that H ∈ 	 c	 I	 χ1	 χ2.
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(ii) We have
δθiθj = δθi ∗ δθj
= θi⊗ 1+ 1⊗ θi ∗ θj ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ θj
= θiθj ⊗ 1+ cχ2i	 jθi⊗ θj + cχ1i	 jθj ⊗ θi + 1⊗ θiθj
If i = j, then
θiθj	 θiθj = δθiθj	 θi⊗ θj = cχ2i	 j
and
θiθj	 θjθi = δθiθj	 θj ⊗ θi = cχ1i	 j
Thus, for x	 y ∈  we have
0 ≤ xθiθj + yθjθi	 xθiθj + yθjθi
= cχ2i	 jx2 + 2cχ1i	 jxy + cχ2j	 iy2
this means that 2χ1i	 j ≤ χ2i	 j + χT2 i	 j.
(iii) If χ2et 	 et ≤ 0 < χ1et 	 et, then dimHet = 1. Otherwise, let
θi	 θj ∈ Het . Then
χ1i	 j = χ1et 	 et > 0	
and
χ2i	 j + χT2 i	 j = 2χ2et 	 et ≤ 0	
which contradicts (ii).
5.6.
From now on, assume in addition that dimHet = 1 for 1 ≤ t ≤ n. We
arrange the indices i ∈ I such that Hei = θi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Denote by
I ′ = 1	    	 n	. Then I ′ ⊆ I, and Li = θi for i ∈ I ′. Denote  = 0I −
0I
′. Let C be the subalgebra of H generated by all θi	 i ∈ I ′. Then C =⊕
ν∈0I ′ Lν. Denote J =
⊕
ν∈ Lν. Then by Lemma 2.2 we get
Theorem. We have
(i) C ∈ 	 c	 I ′	 χ1	 χ2.
(ii) J is exactly the twisted Hopf ideal of H given by
J = x ∈ Hx	C = C	 x = 0	
Also, J is exactly the ideal of H generated by all θi	 i ∈ I ′.
(iii) H = C ⊕ J.
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One may ask when the algebra C coincides with H; the following is a
description.
Theorem 5.7. The following are equivalent
(i) C = H.
(ii) I ′ = I.
(iii) The set of δ-primitive elements of H is
⊕
1≤i≤n θi.
Proof. Since H = ⊕µ∈0I Lµ and C = ⊕µ∈0I ′ Lµ, it follows thati ⇐⇒ ii.
We claim that the set of δ-primitive elements of H is exactly
⊕
i∈I θi,
and hence (iii) is equivalent to I ′ = I.
In fact, by (5.2) it sufﬁces to prove that if x =∑µ∈0I xµ with xµ ∈ Lµ is
a δ-primitive element of H, then xµ = 0 for trµ ≥ 2. Since
δxµ = 1⊗xµ + xµ⊗ 1+
∑
α+β=µα	β =0
xµ	α⊗xµ	β	
where xµ	α ∈ Lα	 xµ	β ∈ Lβ, it follows that
δx = ∑
µ∈0I
δxµ
= ∑
µ∈0I
1⊗xµ + xµ⊗ 1+
∑
α+β=µα	β =0
xµ	α⊗xµ	β
= 1⊗x+ x⊗ 1+ ∑
µ∈0I
∑
α+β=µα	β =0
xµ	α⊗xµ	β
thus, we have ∑
µ∈0I
∑
α+β=µα	β =0
xµ	α⊗xµ	β = 0	
and hence by comparing the homogeneous components of degree α	β
we get xµ	α = 0 = xµ	β for all α	β = 0, α+ β = µ, µ ∈ 0I. This proves
that all homogeneous components xµ are δ-primitive elements. If xµ = 0
for some µ with trµ ≥ 2, one can write xµ as xµ =
∑
α+β=µα	β =0 yαy
′
β
with yα ∈ Lα	 yβ ∈ Lβ, and then one gets the contradiction
0 = xµ	 xµ =
∑
α+β=µα	β =0
xµ	 yαy ′β
= ∑
α+β=µα	β =0
1⊗xµ + xµ⊗ 1	 yα⊗ y ′β
= 0
This completes the proof.
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6. RINGEL–HALL ALGEBRAS
In this section we will apply results in the last section to the Ringel–Hall
algebras.
6.1.
Let k be a ﬁnite ﬁeld with k = q. Set v = √q. Let  be a ﬁnite-
dimensional, hereditary k-algebra, and let S1	    	 Sn be all the
simple -modules, up to isomorphism. Denote by -mod the category
of -modules with ﬁnitely many elements, which is exactly the category
of ﬁnite-dimensional left -modules. The Grothendieck group K0 of
all ﬁnite -modules modulo short exact sequences can be identiﬁed with
n, such that the image of Si in it is the ith coordinate vector. For
M ∈ -mod, denote its isoclass by M and its image in K0 by dimM ,
which is called the dimension vector of M . For the representation theory
of  we refer to the books [ARS, R1].
Given M	N ∈ -mod, let
$M	N% = dimkHomM	N − dimk Ext1M	N (6.1)
Since  is hereditary, the integer $M	N% depends only on the dimension
vectors dimM and dimN , not on M and N themselves. So $−	−% induces
a bilinear form on n.
Let χ be an arbitrary -valued bilinear form on n. Ringel has introduced
the algebra . By deﬁnition (see [R2], also [M]), the Ringel–Hall alge-
bra  of  is the -space with basis all isoclasses M of -modules
and a -bilinear multiplication given by
M · N =∑
L
vχdimM	 dimNgLM	NL	 (6.2)
where gLM	N is the number of submodules V of L such that V ∼= N and
L/V ∼=M . Then  is an n0-graded, associative -algebra with unit [0],
where for d ∈ n0 , d is the -space with basis M  dimM = d	. In
particular, 0 = .
Note that in (6.2) we have used χdimM	 dimN, where χ is an arbitrary
-valued bilinear form on n. This is a little different from the deﬁnition
of  given in [R2], where χ is 0, and the one given in [R4], where
χ is $−	−%. It follows that we need to make corresponding changes on
comultiplication δ and the multiplication ∗ on ⊗; see (6.3) and
(6.6) below.
By deﬁnition [R3, R5], the composition algebra  is the subalgebra
of  generated by Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Let aM denote the order of automorphism group of -module M . Green
has introduced the -linear map δ  −→ ⊗ by (see [G1])
δL = ∑
M	 N
vχdimM	dimN
aMaN
aL
gLM	NM⊗N (6.3)
Also deﬁne a -valued positive-deﬁnite, symmetric, bilinear form −	−
 ×  −→  as (see [R6, Part II, Section 7])
M	 N =
{ M
αM
	 M = N
0	 M = N
(6.4)
for all M	N ∈ -mod, where M is the number of elements of M . Then it
is easy to verify that
x	 yz = δx	 y⊗ z
for all x	 y	 z ∈ .
Using the Green formula (see [G1, Theorem 2, p. 364])
aMaNaM ′aN ′
∑
L
a−1L g
L
M	Ng
L
M ′	N ′
= ∑
X	 Y 	 X ′ 	 Y ′ 
q−$X	Y
′%gMX	Yg
N
X ′	 Y ′g
M ′
X	X ′g
N ′
Y	Y ′aXaYaX ′aY ′ (6.5)
for any modules M	N	M ′	N ′, one can easily verify that the δ as deﬁned
in (6.3) gives an algebra homomorphism δ  −→ ⊗, where
the multiplication on ⊗ is given by the rule
x⊗y∗x′⊗y ′=vχy	x′ +χx′ 	y+2χx	y ′ −2$x	y ′ %xx′⊗yy ′ (6.6)
for all homogeneous elements x	 y	 x′	 y ′ in . We leave the veriﬁcation
to the reader. Thus,  satisﬁes all conditions in 5.1.
6.2.
As in 5.2, for each d ∈ n0 , deﬁne Bd to be the -subspace of d by
Bd =
∑
d1+d2=d d1	d2	=0
d1 · d2 
Consider the orthogonal complement B⊥d of Bd in the Euclidean space
d with respect to the positive deﬁnite form −	−. For d ∈ n0 − 0	,
take an orthonormal basis of B⊥d , say, θi, i ∈ Id. Set
I = ⋃
d∈n0 	 d =0
Id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Extend the bilinear form χ on n to be on I by
χi	 j = χθi	 θj	 (6.7)
for i	 j ∈ I. Note that θi = d if θi ∈ d.
We arrange the index such that Si = θi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Set I ′ =
1	    	 n	. Then  is exactly the subalgebra of  generated by all θi,
i ∈ I ′. For µ ∈ 0I, let Lµ be the -space of  spanned by all elements
θa, a ∈ Iµ, and let J =
⊕
v∈ Lv, where  = 0I − 0I ′. It follows
from Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 that we get the following theorem, which gives
a relation between  and , for any ﬁnite-dimensional hereditary
algebra over ﬁnite ﬁeld.
Theorem 6.3. We have
(i)  ∈ 	 v	 I	 χ+ χT 	 2χ− 2$−	−%;
(ii)  ∈ 	 v	 I ′	 χ+ χT 	 2χ− 2$−	−%;
(iii) J is exactly the twisted Hopf ideal of  given by
J = x ∈   x	 = 	 x = 0	
Also, J is exactly the ideal of  generated by all θj with θj ∈ Si	 1 ≤
i ≤ n	.
(iv)  =  ⊕ J.
Remark. (1) By Ringel [R3] (see also [R6]) and Green [G1], the com-
position algebra  can realize the positive part U+ of the Drinfeld–
Jimbo quantized enveloping algebra U of the Kac–Moody algebra of type
, where  is the generalized Cartan matrix associated with . It follows
that relations between  and  are of interest not only in the rep-
resentation theory of algebras but also in quantum groups. These relations
have been studied in several papers. For example, in [R3, R5, Z3], it has
been proved that  =  if and only if  is representation-ﬁnite; i.e.,
there are only ﬁnitely many indecomposable -modules; in [Sch] Schiffer-
man proved that Q is a polynomial algebra with inﬁnitely many vari-
ables over Q, where Q is a cyclic quiver, and this is also true for any
ﬁnite-dimensional tame hereditary algebra  over ﬁnite ﬁeld (see [HX]).
(2) If one takes χ = $−	−%, then one gets the twisted Ringel–Hall
algebra in the sense of [R4]. If one takes χ = 0, then one gets the
(untwisted) Ringel–Hall algebra in the sense of [R2].
Corollary 6.4. Every homogeneous element in J is a combination of at
least two isoclasses of non-zero -modules; i.e., the isoclass of a non-zero
-module M does not belong to J.
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Proof. Otherwise, assume that M ∈ J. Write M = P ⊕ R ⊕ I, where
P is a preprojective module, R is a regular module, and I is a preinjective
module. Since P ⊕ I ∈  (see [Z1, Theorem 1]) and 	 J = 0,
it follows that R = 0. Let dimR = d. Then by [Z1], Theorem 1 (see also
[Z2]), we have rd ∈ , where
rd =
∑
N
N	
where N runs over the isoclasses of regular modules with dimN = d. It
follows that P · rd · I ∈ , and then we get the contradiction
0 = P · rd · I	 M
= P · R · I	 M
= M	 M
= 0
Note that when  is of tame type, then modules M with M ∈ 
have been described in [Z3].
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